This cost-effective package of 19 books - published by the Oncology Nursing Society, committed to promoting excellence in oncology nursing and the transformation of cancer care - is designed specifically for nursing staff.

Oncology is one of Ovid's leading specialty areas, and this collection underscores this strength, and this package of 19 titles is a must-have for any institution.
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What's Included
- Access Device Guidelines: Recommendations for Nursing Practice and Education
- Cancer Basics
- Cancer Rehabilitation and Survivorship: Transdisciplinary Approaches to Personalized Care
- Cardiac Complications of Cancer Therapy
- Caring for the Older Adult with Cancer in the Ambulatory Setting
- Chemotherapy and Biotherapy Guidelines and Recommendations for Practice
- Chemotherapy and Biotherapy Scenarios
- Genetics and Genomics in Oncology Nursing Practice
- Handbook of Integrative Oncology Nursing: Evidence-Based Practice
- Hematopoietic Stem Cell Transplantation: A Manual for Nursing Practice
- Managing the Oral Effects of Cancer Treatment: Diagnosis to Survivorship
- Manual for Radiation Oncology Nursing Practice and Education
- Multiple Myeloma: A Textbook for Nurses
- Safe Handling of Hazardous Drugs
- Site-Specific Cancer Series: Breast Cancer
- Site-Specific Cancer Series: Lung Cancer
- Site-Specific Cancer Series: Pancreatic and Hepatobiliary Cancer
- Telephone Triage for Oncology Nurses
- Understanding and Managing Oncologic Emergencies: A Resource for Nurses